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Introduction
My name is Nathan Celestine. I was initially a pre-law student at Fontbonne, then history, then
history & secondary education, and finally back to history. From that alone, it is obvious that
my process of discovering who I was, who I want to be, and what I want to do has been one of
uncertainty. In fact, that feels like an understatement; I was stumbling about in that obscurity to
slowly begin to see and understand more, ironing out the details and setting out on what
finally feels like a definite direction. I was initially unsure of where I wanted to go for college
(and what I wanted to do besides) because I had seen it as the pathway to graduate school,
and being interested in law, there is essentially endless variety of studies that you might work
towards and still progress to the legal field. I decided upon Fontbonne mostly because of its
proximity and size: I didn’t know at the time of my application that the peers and instructors
that I would meet would be some of the most truly incredible people I know, and that during
my time here I will have had some of the best memories and experiences, both educational
and personal, of my life. The previous four years have been not only significantly determinant
for myself as a student, but in forming relationships with diverse and unique people with even
more fascinating perspectives.
Reflecting on the past four years to formulate this piece has been an informative and
exploratory experience in itself. I have come to realize from my story, like that of my fellow
supportive TELOS scholars, just how essential my experiences in college have been in forging a
newer, better, and smarter version of myself equipped with the skills, knowledge, network, and
freedom of mind necessary to excel in the next phases of our lives, wherever that may be.
I am happy to say that I am proud of what I have accomplished so far, developing as a
student and as a person, as a thinker and as a listener, who I believe now has the foundational
skills necessary to successfully continue his academic and professional path. These past four
years, some more difficult than others, have been a continuous process refining the attributes
that TELOS entails, and I hope that through this document, I might prove that.
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Transformation
From the very beginning of my studies at Fontbonne, the work that I did would be very heavily
focused on writing. I thought, going into college, that I was already a good writer, but looking
back on what I submitted, the work that I had done, and things that I have said, I now cringe at
my own ignorance at the time. I look back on my assignments submitted during freshman year
– a speech about identity politics, a paper for government class that considered equality and
female armed forces service members, and an observation of another class for sociology
studies, and think: man – these are bad. There has been so much that I now wish I would have
done differently or scrapped entirely. I think, if I knew then what I know now, I would have
approached this totally differently, or would have reached a totally different conclusion.
Simultaneously, I recognize that criticism is a testament to how far I have come and what
progress I have made as a person, a student, and a writer. Growth, development, and progress
that I would not have had the opportunity for without those first awkward couple years of
developing my academic voice. There are so many assignments that I read now and wish I
could go back and revise wondering, what was I thinking?
The work that I have done for my degree has been heavily focused on reading,
interpreting, and writing that articulates my particular interpretation. The more I have done
this, the more I realize how bad I was at it from the start. Taking into account criticism from
professors and peers has been invaluable in making me a better writer, but I was for a long
time, not willing to reach out for that criticism, and that shows in the writing. Considering other
unique perspectives from meeting new people wasn’t even something that I considered.
Learning to think about the problems I have written about in different ways has matured my
writing, which now demonstrates an accuracy and depth of thought that was absent in my
earliest college drafts. This collaborative approach to learning has, through trial and error
during my time at Fontbonne, refined my writing ability, but also, and even more importantly,
that of critical thinking. Meeting new people, reading different material, and considering that
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material in ways that you wouldn’t have imagined otherwise are not only experiences that have
matured me academically, but personally as well.
My higher education story is marked by this learning to think differently – to see
problems and the world both generally and from specific perspectives. Like all progress, it
wasn’t linear, though from my classes I have been able to take away knowledge not only about
the world and the history thereof, but also how to imagine it within different contexts. I have
been able to meet extraordinary peers and friends, listen to incredible speakers and instructors
that have, truly, altered my character, and changed my perspective of the world for the better.
In learning to see things differently, your knowledge expands not only in breadth but in depth,
and this has certainly been the case for me.
Inherently lacking the communal aspect of learning, the shift in learning over the past
year from in person classes to virtual ones because of circumstances beyond any of our control
has been, though necessary, difficult – particularly because learning at university is stimulated, I
feel, by the community that you are exposed to. It has been for me. The experience has also,
though, been enlightening in showing just how foundational the community here has been
during my journey developing as a student and a person.

Early Draft
To better evidence a greater depth of thought and command in my writing, I have included
below, to my embarrassment, one of the better drafts from my freshman year, where I reflect
upon my change of major and uncertainty within my first few months in college. There is a
definite change in voice between the reflections included in this portfolio and this one.
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Exploration
What I think I admire most about my studies here, specifically, has been the flexibility that my
course work has allowed for me. I have been able to explore subjects that are important in the
contemporary world that a more rigid requirement structure would not have allowed for. My
degree is in history, but I have been able to learn about so much more than just the past.
Present issues economically and politically, racial injustices both historic and contemporary,
climate change and the literature that portrays it, and borders both as physical and conceptual
constructions are just some of the nuances that my historical studies have also allowed me to
explore.
Learning about history always clarifies contemporary circumstances, and it is because of
those circumstances that my studies have been so accommodating – there is causation to
everything, and explaining, proving, or better understanding those causal relationships is often
the point of historical study. Considering contemporary issues that are still contested today,
such as the migrants and refugees from Central and South America, can be better understood
through a lens that considers what the relationship between the countries and the people of
those countries has been since borders were drawn and redrawn. The borders and borderlands
class I decided to try accomplished exactly this, interpreting modern border policy from a
historic perspective where borders were never concrete, and in the process explaining what is a
fairly recent development of an ideology of exclusivity – of borders – that selectively determine
who is allowed to be American. The idea sounds hyperbolic, but indeed has proliferated and
expanded into the alienation of refugees and the literal construction of physical barriers to
uphold that ideology, and outcast those who don’t fit. Additionally, exclusivity is an idea that is
manifest in other figurative social borders, as gender, race, and nationality among others.
Socially, we have come up with false dichotomies and mutually exclusive labels that we
categorize individuals under when society and the people that make it are, in reality, more
complicated than that.
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Although my focus of scholarship has been on the past, I have been able to explore
what most appealed to me, and what would be most useful both to me personally and for a
later profession. From this flexibility for knowledge alone, it was apparent from the beginning
that history was the field for me. This is not to say that I wasn’t plagued with uncertainties and
self-doubt along the way. There was a point that I tacked on secondary education certification
to my degree, but I quickly discovered after just one class, that teaching wasn’t for me; I really
had no expectation to become a teacher, but figured having a backup plan would be a better
idea, which it probably would have been, but for someone else. Sticking with something that
didn’t inspire me to learn more was not worth my effort and money when I could be
researching other topics that I was truly passionate about. Someone who I have come to
admire assured me that adding a safety plan was not, in my case, necessary – that I have had
the same goal since enrolling at Fontbonne, and convinced me that I would be just fine. I
ended up dropping certification; though close friends of mine have gone on to become
teachers, it wasn’t for me, and was never going to be. Although I love schooling, it is
the learning that I really enjoy, and applying what I have learned practically, which I think will
best translate into my chosen career path.
Over the course of my college career, I had moved from pre-law to history, to history
and secondary education, and back to history, and in the process was able to discover what
worked for me as a student and what didn’t. I started out with an idea of what I wanted to do,
but didn’t realize or understand the ways that I could get there. Figuring that out along the way
by trying different things and adjusting accordingly has been not only fulfilling, but
enlightening. From experimenting with options that were outside of my comfort zone, I was
able to learn more about myself as a student, and of my goals for the future.

Borders and Borderlands
Below is a submission for a final project for the borders and borderlands course I describe
above. Originally, these projects were going to be on old doors as canvases that represented
borders themselves, though the plan had to be revised due to COVID concerns during March
6

2020. My submission is supposed to represent the idea of exclusivity, and consequent
hesitation towards or rejection of policy that might support migrants. This was done with
charcoal, pencil, and paint.

Although the change in project was unfortunate (I don't think any of us were more disappointed than Dr. Mason),
this project was definitely one of the most interesting to develop and fun to create!
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Leadership
Leadership has always been a role that I have struggled with as a student and as an individual. I
have always been the sort of person who avoids the sort of confrontation and responsibility
toward others that leadership demands. This is not for any wont of ability, but a personality
and comfortable mindset that is fine with others taking on the responsibility. There are
situations that we encounter, however, that demand of us leadership in situations that force us
out of our comfort zone and into uncomfortable situations. I admittedly do not possess a lot of
experience other than a few jobs, unrelated to what I hope to be doing in the future that I had
the opportunity of working during my undergraduate studies, but one does not need to have
been in command of soldiers or in a position that determines political policy (though they
would excellently evidence leadership) to have taken on leadership, which implies not simply
responsibility, but capacity and tact as well in situations that force us out of our comfort zones.
Contrarily, our leadership roles are more often manifested in smaller, everyday encounters that
we do not recognize for the leadership that they are. Such has been my experience.
The mundane and everyday encounters that we have with others is where leadership is
demonstrated most often, though we do not recognize it for what it is. In my experience, this
has often taken place in discussions with people in classes where individuals are hesitant to
share their thoughts and interpretations to contribute to a discussion out of a sense of anxiety
that what they have to say is too irrelevant, difficult to articulate, elementary, or embarrassing.
And yet, I have come to realize it is often these exact students whose perspectives happen to
be the most profound. I do not claim to possess the most insightful or profound ideas of
anything, though I know myself to have been in these exact situations of hesitance for these
very reasons. I understand that, and have made it a goal of mine to coax those responses out
of people who would otherwise leave the conversation without the grace of their own
intelligence. Even action as simple as encouraging those sorts of individuals to share what they
think is leadership at its core, even if so simple as to be shadowed by other incredible and far
less common feats of leadership.
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I will close with a more specific short story about my humble work experience. For a
little over a year I worked a retail job at a small store for a large company that prescribed, sold,
and manufactured a product as simple as eyeglasses which was underperforming particularly
as a result of its unfortunate, inconvenient location. As a result, the acting manager of the store
was let go, along with the associate manager, and on our small staff of literally only seven
people, we had lost friends along with those coworkers. Eventually, I was left as one of three
employees who had worked there at the time of my hiring who still remained, and the only
remaining sales representative, the others supplanted with other workers from outside of the
industry. In the on-the-job sort of training that the company expected, I was left as one of the
only people there with any experience doing the work that was expected of us, which
combined the retail, manufacturing, and the healthcare elements of the job into a difficult to
navigate process that didn’t cater well toward new workers. This is exactly the sort of common,
though uncomfortable situation that demands leadership, which I was able to take on. Helping
new employees navigate the technical and often confusing steps in manufacturing, the
nuances of working with insurance companies and prescriptions, and driving business through
sales all at the same time were experiences that I had built up a confidence in over my short
year working, and I was able to be there to support what was essentially a new store. That is my
leadership, even if manifested in a comparatively inconsequential experience. It wasn’t so for
my coworkers, or for those that we make a difference in the lives of others by contributing our
own unique qualities. Being there for others who can use your help, however small, is a
testament to leadership in a person who can go on to demonstrate themselves as a leader in
other, future, bigger ways.
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Occupation
I look back now at the time I first decided to enroll at Fontbonne, and realize just how naïve I
was in not truly seeing the value, and not only that but the influence that my undergraduate
studies would have for my later career. At the same time, I think that it is a common experience
that we look at what we are doing in class and think, is this really what I want to be doing for
the rest of my life? Isn’t that what going to college is about? It took a couple years of schooling
before I could come to realize that for some of us, our time in class does not have to be
exclusively focused toward what we want to do for the rest of our lives, but figuring out what
that is going to look like for us individually. There is a reason why it takes four years of hard
work to earn your degree; because it is not a trade, but a process. A process that involves
learning about yourself, and what you want to do, and how you can join your unique identity
to a contribution that is meaningful.
I had a general interest in what I wanted to do post-graduation, but I really didn’t have
a great idea of what exactly I wanted to do. I didn’t expect to find any sort of guidance from
my undergraduate studies that weren’t especially relevant, but inspiration is often found in
places we would least expect it. After asking what I wanted to do after I graduated, the very
next question people would often ask me what kind of law are you going to work in, and I
really didn’t have an answer for that. I think I started to really piece together a response by
having taken a class – over the American economy of all things – where we read The New Jim
Crow by Michelle Alexander, who is herself a Civil Rights lawyer. The book is only loosely
connected to the economy, but reflects Alexander’s profession as a compilation of evidence
representing her case that Jim Crow, the laws that legally segregated based on race, persist to
this day, but in the alternative form of mass incarceration, with the incarceration of people of
color disproportionate to the population. The case that she makes is strong, and the reality that
it evidences is one that is unjust, that she had dedicated her career to working against. That
spoke to me, and I realized, expressed what I wanted to do and the influence that I want to
have.
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There are names like George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Michael Brown that have been
burned into our memories and into history that further evidence what Alexander demonstrates
in her writing, that I have realized I am in the unique position to potentially help work against.
These events have occurred just at a fork in my life’s road, and I can decide what I want to do
about it in my career. When I was writing a personal statement last fall, these are the names
that I considered, and the news headlines that I had read, and the heartbreak that shook my
hometown, that I recognized have pushed me to work on behalf of individuals who are not
given the legal protection, and alternatively the legal consequences that they deserve.

Law School Personal Statement
I struggled with writing my personal statement because my idea of what I wanted to
accomplish in law school was, like many law students, rather obscure (perhaps it still is). I
decided to focus my personal statement for law school on race and inequality because I
realized that inequality and injustice were originally what sparked my interest in law during
high school. There is so much that I struggled with writing this personal statement because of
the physical limitation of content: two double-spaced pages is just not enough to sufficiently
explain why I want to be a lawyer, so there is a lot of important backstory and information that
I just wasn't able to include. The biggest issue that I had writing this document was the ethical
question of whether or not I include what happened in Ferguson in 2014. I cannot express how
much I struggled with whether to talk about it because I felt that could be using Michael
Brown's memory for personal gain. Genuinely, though, I believe that it was really what
happened here that has led me to consider my place in regard to injustice, and to seriously
consider working for change with my career.
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Service and Social Justice
I was briefly a part of the STARS peer listening group on campus, though left because I didn't
feel that I was, individually, making a significant enough difference just from my participation.
Just over the course of my college career, only four years, what we have seen unfold in our
social environment (and the geologic environment, too), would have been unimaginable just a
few years ago. Against the crises that were developing around me, I felt that my efforts
working with the group were insignificant compared to the immense problems that were
developing in our world. The difference that I contributed was not as much an active one
during my participation in STARS, but more passive; developing skills to listen to and create a
dialogue over problems that are very difficult to understand or even talk about, which is the
only way to actually make change. I didn't realize that value. Nor did I recognize during my
participation that my position was not unique. Several students who take this opportunity on
are left feeling that the issues around them are too big to be addressed by them alone from
the smaller scale difference that they are making. Knowing what I do now, I think that sticking
with the program would have been more to my benefit; difficult problems are addressed first
from communication, and difficult problems are certainly going to be part of my experience in
the future, both in terms of my career and, as all of us, in life generally.
I hadn’t anticipated at the onset of my time at Fontbonne how relevant what I would
learn was to the larger social reality. Much of the work that I have done considers present
problems within their historical contexts, criticizing the present through a historical lens.
Learning more about American social history was useful in better understanding how
social injustice is exhibited today, especially within problems and their respective instances that
come from histories that are still contested. One of my assignments led me to a local civil war
museum, where I was able to actually recognize similar issues from a fractured social
environment from how memory, more specifically selective memory, factors into problems of
social justice today. Rather than objectively analyzing a contested history, the museum reveled
in it – I remember the audio tour acknowledging that the American Civil War was fought over
14

slavery (which is itself a history that others insist against), but at the same time, the sale of
confederate gift items in the museum’s shop. The history is understood, but isn’t taken
seriously or cared about because of iconography that has become familiar throughout
American history.
Probably the most influential learning opportunity linking history to modern social
justice was learning more about the Bosnian population in St. Louis. For me, this was a perfect
example of the modern circumstances from quite modern history that I only vaguely
understood, and had never really considered. It was just reality – a demographic in the
population. I understood where the people, the refugees came from in a geographical sense,
but not from a personal one. Hearing the stories from people who had lived that history was a
humbling experience that really put social justice into perspective; these people were bearing a
burden that most people around them could not understand, despite their physical proximity.
At the same time I was taking this class on the genocide, I learned from my father of a
coworker of his who had immigrated from Bosnia because of the war, and I had the
opportunity to interview them to try and contribute an admittedly amateur oral history to
Fontbonne’s Bosnia Memory Project. Sitting down and talking with someone who had lived this
history was enlightening; the horrific experiences that they took with them would never be
extrapolated from their demeanor and personality, but only from specifically asking about a
difficult and unjust past. I learned quite a bit about the social aspect of service and social
justice from a relatively short interview. For those of us unfamiliar with the history, there is
merely reality, but for those who come from different perspectives, who had lived it, there is an
unrecognized story of injustice and exile.
Overall, I have come to realize that there is such rhythm and normalcy within our lives
that we often take it for granted, not acknowledging problems that we encounter for what they
are. We sometimes fail to consider alternatives because we look at the world through such a
narrow perspective of one person. Learning about how other narratives align to arrive at our
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sense of normalcy, we can critically analyze and question what have become such familiar
messages, stories, and parts of our lives that we readily accept without understanding them.

Nathan Celestine
Ben Moore
HST 494
April 26, 2019
Adopting Invisibility
One of the most controversial issues within United States policy is that of immigration, and along with
that, how we go about introducing immigrants into our society. As someone whose father had immigrated into the
United States and having heard his story of struggle to overcome the barrier of American culture, I can say
definitively that it is no simple task for those immigrant people attempting to make better lives for themselves, not
only in the initial attainment of the required prerequisites to being allowed to move to the United States, but also
what is implied in “becoming an American”, whatever that is meant to mean. Merely surviving in one’s new land
of opportunity that had initially seemed so appealing is a common narrative weaved throughout all of the firsthand
experiences that I have analyzed. Violence, loneliness, rejection, impoverishment, resilience, power of will, and
hard work above all are but some of the words that one might be able to describe the experience that is making a
new way of life in the United States. Although it is certainly difficult for anyone, I can only imagine how much
more a burden the process might be to someone coming from a different society entirely. Having to learn a new
language, a new culture, new means of making financial progress is a process far more difficult for the Bosnian
refugees whose interviews that I have heard, many of which had lost everything, not left with anything else in the
world, attempting to achieve a better way of life in our supposed sanctuary of freedom and opportunity. Perhaps it
is intentional – a means for making the lives and experiences of migrants into those of Americans, or if not
intentional, a subconscious reflection of our society’s historical rejection of those who are not what has been
made out to be, or what has been established as, American. This is the fundamental conflict that I have
investigated through my research. Why is it that there is a push within society for this change within any
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immigrant community, here analyzed within the context of the Bosnian refugee community, and why is it that
what is not American, is seen as wrong?
I believe that the first step to understanding why there is a push for assimilation, is to first address why it
is that people assimilate in the first place. The solution is complex, though from my research, I have determined
that there are essentially two divisions, personal as well as practical, for reasons that people begin to assimilate
and accept American cultural practices. The personal reasoning for assimilation throughout the research that I
have conducted, revolves largely around fitting in to the new social sphere. There is an interesting influence that
acceptance and a lack thereof has upon the individual, as is reflected through the interviews with former refugees
from Bosnia-Herzegovina that I have listened to, with acceptance playing a massive role in the assimilation of,
particularly younger, Bosnian refugees. Maja Sadikovic recounted in her interview, “I remember… struggling…
not being too Bosnian because I did want to be liked, and I did want to fit in” (Sadikovic). I find the way that she
worded her response was particularly interesting and problematic. What does “too Bosnian”, mean exactly? Do
there exist, then, social forces that determine that being Bosnian is inappropriate? The process by which several of
these interviewees go about adapting to American culture seems to suggest that this is in some ways true.
Sadikovic also goes on to explain how “At the time, all I wanted was for my parents to be American parents and
for my parents to allow me to do what the American parents let their American kids do” (Sadikovic). The way in
which Sadikovic juxtaposes her parents with American parents almost seems to imply some sort of stigma that
she associates with their apparent difference, despite her being their daughter, and an immigrant herself. Another
such example of what becomes a theme of assimilation brought about within social conflict with the personal
value of acceptance can be taken from Dino and Mirna Ramic’s interview, in which Mirna explains, “I was
friends with some Bosnians, but I was also friends with a lot of Americans… I think once I hit high school I
started being friends with more Americans because I felt like I fit in with them better than Bosnian people…
We’re totally Americanized” (Ramic). She describes her relationships with American friends as being more
relatable than her relationships with people of her own ethnic origin. It’s as if there is a distinct moving away
from one’s ethnic identity that is reflected from Mirna’s examination. It is as if the cultural experience beforehand
doesn’t matter so much as much as her American identity. At the end of their interview, Dino’s response to
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Bosnian descendants was to “Be proud of what you are” (Ramic), though it seems that, from their self-identified
“Americanization”, there is not so much an emphasis on “what you are”, but rather ‘what you should be’, a
concept that actually defines assimilation as it is undergone in America, the personal struggle with trying to be
more American and, in doing so, shifting away from the origin of one’s culture. In addition to the personal
adaptation to the social environment for acceptance, there are also practical reasons for adopting some of the
culture and societal practices of America from the refugees, particularly in the adoption of the English language.
Language adaptation is one of the primary mediums by which these refugees, in one regard, assimilate.
The ability to speak English is almost a necessity to be able to operate outside of the Bosnian community, though
this is an ability that is for the most part, only available for younger members of these immigrant families (Wai
Hsien Cheah). In a study analyzing the role of English language competence in the Bosnian community in St.
Louis, “language competence was positively associated with their host interpersonal relationships, host media use,
functional fitness, and psychological health… These findings… were consistent with previous findings in the
literature of cross-cultural adaptation of immigrant… groups” (Wai Hsien Cheah). Adopting the English language
is, therefore, a type of assimilation in and of itself, being largely required to be self-sufficient in the mostly
English speaking United States, but also the primary way immigrants are able to build upon an American identity,
and form relationships with members of the “host” community, use media to develop further understanding of the
host social structure, and function outside of the Bosnian community in general. Within the Ramics’ interview, for
example, Mirna and Dino explain that they do not speak Bosnian with one another, but in English: “We never
speak Bosnian with each other. We just… [speak] English” (Ramic). Their speaking English between one another
is an example of the cultural adaptation of language acting as an assimilation medium. Because of the role that
communication plays in the assimilation process, or cultural adaptation (depending upon whether or not it is
analyzed as a medium of assimilation) process, the researchers behind this study had concluded that “language
competence may be even more important, if not the most important, component of the refugee adaptation process”
(Wai Hsien Cheah).
The topic of language is unique in that it is an example of assimilation being contested within the Bosnian
community, evident from the continued use of the Bosnian language among those who are native to the dialect.
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Language, in this exchange, is an example of a conflict between culture, here with Bosnian and a type of counter
(or host) culture that determines what language should be used with whom, and where, and questions whether
there is purpose to younger generations of Bosnian-Americans learning the language of their forebears. Within
Maja Sadikovic’s interview, she explained that her “parents forbid, and I would get in so much trouble, if I spoke
English at home. They forbid it… there were arguments… about us speaking English, and how we are Bosnian,
and we cannot forget that. No matter how hard we try we will always be Bosnian” (Sadikovic). There is, from
Maja’s parents, an active push against speaking English, as a push against assimilation and losing what her
parents are trying to reinforce: the Bosnian identity that is a part of her. From my interview with Vilhana, she had
passively mentioned how her son didn’t seem to care about his cultural identity: “I keep telling him you’ve got to
learn the language. You’ve got to learn the language – It’s your mom’s language, but you know kids – they don’t
listen” (Basic). What she had said poses the question of whether or not, then, assimilation is something that is
natural or not. Do generations of children continuously lose their cultural identity? I would reason that the simple
solution is yes, that with each new generation of Americans, the current, American identity takes further
precedence over original, foreign cultural identity, in considering the process of assimilation in the context of
modern America, where there are already so many social factors that encourage assimilation into the consensus
culture. Though assimilation into a host culture is also encouraged by political forces as well as social ones.
Although there are social forces that inspire assimilation in Bosnian refugee families, there is also
institutional forces that work to assimilate Bosnian refugees into the United States. This is one of the most
significant examples of the focus on introduction of refugees not being on integration, but on assimilation, as it is
representative of government intent. Among these institutions for assimilation include the Refugee Service
Center, and the Center for Applied Linguistics. Though these institutions do not contribute to these refugees
directly in assisting their introduction into society as working citizens. Rather, they present to these refugees the
concept of self-sufficiency that is admired as one of the core ideals in America and the antithesis of their former
socialist society. The refugees’ stories reflect the unfortunate theme of people who have, literally, had taken from
them or in other cases, left behind everything, being reintroduced into a society completely different from their
own and left to fend for themselves; to make of their lives something out of the nothing that they had received on
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reaching their country of refuge. This struggle with finances that refugees were particularly liable to is even
reflected in the proceedings from the Center for Applied Linguistics in Washington DC. and the Refugee Service
Center in a conference that is supposed to address the needs of the refugees before and upon their immigration
into Chicago. Among the issues that were covered in the conference includes the adjustment to the resettlement
process, and the issues thereof, including: “adjusting to living in poverty” (Somach 10), as well as “Bosnian
attitudes toward employment that may impact their willingness to accept entry level jobs and on their adjustment
to the U.S. labor market” (Somach 10). The theme that is reflected throughout the conference proceedings is one
of, overall, indifference to the refugees and making a successful, accurate transition from their previous lives and
occupations. Rather, the implication that the conference proceeding seems to make is that refugees are expected to
be willing to, initially, accept their reintroduction to the United States into a blue-collar workforce despite
whatever their previous profession had been. Even with acknowledgement to the idea of actively moving these
refugees into a state of poverty, the adjustment even being noted and encouraged as something that needs to be
expected of the refugees to adapt to. In the discussion regarding refugee orientation for resettlement, the
conference discussed that the “message stressed [during] orientation should be that the refugees are not just
moving to America, but also moving into poverty; [refugees] need to know about thrift stores, food stamps, the
multi-ethnicity of the neighborhoods in which they will be living” (Somach 17). Is what was best for these
refugees, then, to merely teach them how to survive in the lowest grouping of our socioeconomic division – teach
those people how to live poor and leave them to their own devices rather than work with them to introduce them
into society with homes, meaningful work in their previous professional field? I would argue that this is a means
of allowing those unable to accept American life to fail and those that embrace the American way of life (indeed,
the “American Dream”) to succeed. The conference seems to reflect exactly the opposite, with “employment and
self-sufficiency” (Somach 18), over the public assistance that the refugees want (Somach 18) and, indeed, largely
require. Although the conference proceedings seem to accurately outline the issues that the Bosnian refugees
would encounter upon their move to the United States, the process by which it goes about addressing those issues,
particularly in the experience with poverty (that seems to be expected from these refugees), is problematic,
figuring that the individualism and self-sufficiency that America encourages is the primary medium by which
these refugees are to find success in their new, indifferent country. The question then becomes, why was there an
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interest in introducing American values into the lives of these refugees, but upon the introduction of these
refugees into American society, their success and survival in America is met with indifference? Is the only interest
in refugee resettlement, then, a sort of social Darwinism, to encourage American values of individualism to allow
only those that do “Americanize” to succeed - allowing those refugees to progress in their social and economic
spheres and, should they fail to become what is deemed “American”, indirectly isolate them into the seclusion of
their respective ethnic islands? The concept of introducing American ideals into the lives of these refugees seems
like an attempt at trying to assimilate these refugees by integrating them into society as contributing, working
civilians, though leaving these refugees to their own devices is also a show of indifference that manifests itself in
refugees’ financial struggles.
The continuity that is impoverishment is all throughout the Bosnian refugees’ experiences, though one of
the primary ways this struggle manifests itself is within the acceptance of entry-level, low-wage, and often laborintensive positions, such as restaurant waitresses, housekeepers, and factory workers. Within the oral histories,
such as the story of Dino and Mirna Ramic, their father having worked as a launderer and that they had initially
lived in a poverty-level area upon first coming to the United States, Dino even explained that he continues to
balance work and school: ”I’m still going to school… I work more so I can help out the family” (Ramic). Within
my interview with Vilhana Basic, this struggle was reflected in her initial job at a production facility as a result of
friends within the Bosnian community that she had moved into working there. In the case of Maja Sadikovic, her
struggle with initially living in a poor neighborhood and her parents having to move. The idea of moving into
poverty that had been outlined in the conference proceedings seems to indeed be the case in practice from these
former refugee’s experiences.
Another struggle that acts as a force of assimilation for refugees into American society includes the
culture shock that they experience moving from a totally different type of socialist society with a different set of
values, ideals, and practices to one that is totally different from what they had been exposed to all their lives.
Within the oral histories, this type of culture shock is presented in multiple ways. Within Dino and Mirna Ramics’
oral history, their moment of culture shock came when first entering the United States, faced with the concept of
adapting to another way of life: “it was scary having to learn a new language – again – knowing that people would
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look at you – stare at you” (Ramic). It is not only the initial concept of having to adapt to another social system,
but the exposure to that stimuli in practice as well. Within Maja Sadikovic’s interview, she presented this culture
shock in several encounters with new societal norms exposed to her in experiences at American schools. She
recalled being belittled because of having worn the same clothes for two days in a row “I got made fun of… they
said that here in America I’m not supposed to wear the same clothes two days in a row. That’s not allowed”
(Sadikovic), once again, through her experience being made fun of at school, we can understand the influence that
the social force of societal acceptance has upon individuals that pushes them to assimilate with the host culture,
and see the contradictory American practices to what she knows and has practiced all her life. In addition to her
experience with initially attending a mostly black school “I’d seen one black person in my entire life, until I came
to the United States” (Sadikovic). The introduction to new stimuli in her experience persuaded her to change,
learning English, wearing clothes only for a day, even forming relationships with black classmates in the multiethnic United States and, interestingly, with the exposure to the multi ethnic makeup of the United States, there
was also culture shock in the introduction to American racism. Akif Cogo, recounted in his verbal history that,
“We didn’t know the relationships in the United States... black, white… in Bosnia we didn’t have that” (Cogo).
What Cogo had said can be argued to reflect a level of ignorance to the biases of one’s own societal practices,
himself being a refugee from a war fought on the grounds of religion, though still, ironically, not able to
understand why America is different from Bosnia in its race relations. This too is, perhaps, another such example
of assimilation, with culture becoming so synonymous with the status quo, that we are unable to see the
shortcomings of our host societies, and thus, are unable to resolve such social issues as racism, or even understand
them outside of the context of our own life experiences.
Clearly there are several factors that work to encourage assimilation of the Bosnian refugees into
America, but there is a much larger question to this discourse, that being why are there such social forces in the
first place that encourage assimilation to construct an American identity. The question of assimilation, through the
example of the Bosnian community in America transforms from “what is assimilation”, to “why is assimilation”,
or, rather, why is assimilation valued over integration. The social tension that persuades a foreign individual to
assimilate into the host culture can be personal, as in fitting in, and practical, as in adaptation to the host culture’s
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language, though what is the cause of the very social tension that inspires this change? In her book, Uprooted and
Unwanted: Bosnian Refugees in Austria and the United States, author Barbara Franz addresses this very question,
suggesting that, “The ambiguity reflects the conflict between the United States’s founding myth as a place
providing asylum for the oppressed and needy people of the world, and nativist reactions and xenophobic
hostilities toward aliens” (Franz 113). Making foreign immigrants American, she argues, is the result of a
consensus culture that has been established as an American identity that is threatened by the disruption of the
status quo, the social equilibrium that these refugees, along with immigrants in general, represent. Franz reasons
that the cultural conflict that inspires assimilation is consistent with America historically not being receptive to
immigrants, and provides examples such as the Chinese exclusion act, the Red Scare, and Japanese Americans in
World War II that are but a few examples of the distrust of foreign ideology that is part of the very foundation of
American identity (Franz 117). This conclusion is consistent with the oral histories that I have thus far reviewed,
particularly in the personal desire for acceptance that has been a factor of assimilation. All of the histories that I
have reviewed describe the interviewees’ experience with the conflict of some type that their culture had caused
with the new society that they practiced it in. Franz’s conclusion that assimilation is a reflection of racism –
destroying foreign culture in favor of an American culture can be attributed to the belittling, marginalization, and
general rejection that was experienced by these interviewees, whether that is from peers, friends, even instructors
in school that fail their foreign students as opposed to working with them to overcome their language barrier to be
successful.
Nicole Ives describes this interpretation of the assimilation process in her article, More than a “Good
Back”: Looking for Integration in Refugee Resettlement, in which she summarizes the totality of American
resettlement policy, asserting that it is “shaped by national policy contexts and ideological traditions.
Resettlement is conceptualized at the federal level as economic self-sufficiency consisting of short-term assistance
implemented locally” (Ives). Despite that idea of resettlement in the United states, there is clearly something
broken in this concept that prevents its translation from idea to practice. Ives asserts, within her article, that it is
the “ideological tradition” – the concept of assimilation that is the fundamental issue in the resettlement process:
“Recent analyses highlight the inadequacy of traditional conceptualizations of migrant adaptation and
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acculturation processes… based on the assumption that increased participation in the host culture requires
detachment from the culture of origin” (Ives). Ives’ point here is that traditionally in America, you are not a true
American citizen unless you adhere to the American cultural values and forfeit your previous cultural identity, but
that reasoning is wrong: that rather than offering refugees the option of assimilation, the focus should rather be on
integration into American society the concept standing as to maintain a former cultural identity while operating as
an American citizen: “integration as refugees’ participation in all host society areas while preserving a sense of
“ethnocultural integrity”” (Ives). I find this shift in the discourse particularly interesting, that assimilation
achieves the desired effect in making working, economically active citizens, though at the expense of a distinct
cultural identity. The objective should, therefore, not be to achieve assimilation, but rather to achieve integration.
That is what should be reflected in the measurements taken in introducing refugees and immigrants alike into
American society. Ives however, asserts within her article, that assimilation is a means to achieve an end. In her
view, assimilation is and has been the way that the flawed means of making a productive, economically active
citizenry was gone about being achieved. Consequently, what I have identified as factors that work in favor of
achieving assimilation such as language, resettlement agencies, etc., Ives views as “Challenges [that can] hinder
or facilitate refugees’ participation in economic, social, cultural, and political domains, that is, integration” (Ives
56). I believe that, rather, assimilation is a reflection of the nationalism that she is suggesting; the means by
which, through social and institutional factors, unique cultural identities may be forgotten in favor of a new,
American identity, with the benefit of success for those who are able to be assimilated.
What Ives does best within her article is her proposal for reform in integrating rather than assimilating
refugees. Ives closes by concluding that, “A policy mindshift is required. Refugees must be removed from the
traditional position as policy objects to a place where they are integral, active agents in resettlement.
Resettlement… transformed… into a two-way process, with space for adjustment and social inclusion” (Ives 61).
Ives’ reasoning that the proper protocol for introducing refugees into American society is radically different from
the system currently in place that she had explained. She states that “Without some semblance of mutual
accommodation, refugees will continue to believe that assimilation is the desired resettlement outcome of the
government and the public” (Ives 61), assuming that by averting the focus from the political influence for
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assimilation to policy of integration, and working with refugees to find meaningful work and reasonable standards
of living, refugees would be able to integrate their experiences from Bosnia, such as their field of work, traditions,
values, etc. which make them unique, into their experience as American citizens, rather than achieving the former
and forgetting the latter.
So why, then, should we care about retaining, even for a time, these distinct ethnic identities? Each of the
interviews that I have reviewed as well as the one which I had conducted represent someone who believed that
their story deserved to be heard. There is something significant in remembering one’s origin story, especially in
regard to these Bosnian refugees and immigrants. Throughout the interviews, this theme of wanting to retain this
sense of identity frequently comes up, the point of retaining this sense of culture significant in representing the
history that has become part of that culture. Although the process of forming a new identity seems to be inevitable
given the passing of enough time, the transition is exacerbated through the mediums of social and political
influence that I have identified. In order to retain these cultures and histories that are now a part of that, there must
be reform that emphasizes integration over assimilation, and not only within the political sphere, but socially as
well, creating an accepting society that acknowledges and embraces difference, rather than seeing difference as a
threat that must be changed.
The introduction of and experiences of Bosnian refugees into America has reflected, through personal,
social, and institutional experiences, as expressed through first person accounts, that there is not so much an
emphasis upon effectively reintroducing a foreign population into a country of asylum, but to make the transition
from foreign culture into an American identity, in the process doing away with the culture of origin that had been
part of those immigrants’ identities. This unfortunate reality almost seems inevitable, with new generations of
American citizens whose lineage traces back to these Bosnian refugees continuing to lose part of their association
with their country of origin, and building a new identity for themselves in the United States. Sadikovic had
mentioned that her parents had said that “no matter how hard you try, you will always be Bosnian” (Sadikovic), as
if the transition from a Bosnian identity to an American identity was a voluntary, conscious decision, though
reality seems to contradict this assertion, even without trying to become something other than Bosnian. The
wretched, inevitable human characteristic leading to the forgetting of these stories, and the experiences of the
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people behind those stories. Retaining cultural identities is a form of preservation in itself, though it is subject to
human shortcoming. Hopefully the artificial preservation of these firsthand accounts is able to remember that
which human memory of one’s identity fails.
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